
Class Integration Testing 
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Integration Test Problem 

q  2 distinct problems: (1) test component interactions, (2) determine an 
optimal order of integration 

q  Should ensure that the developed component (classes/clusters/
subsystems) correctly interact to achieve the desired functionality 

q  In a non-OO context, integration testing focuses on the correct 
interfaces between “units”, i.e., subroutines in/out parameters, return 
values, file/DBMS reading and writing 

q  In an OO context, we focus on classes, clusters, subsystems. 
q  Polymorphism and dynamic binding leads to the test of one-to-many 

possible invocations of the same interfaces 
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OO Integration Levels 

q  Integration of members into a single class 

q  Integration of two or more classes through inheritance (cluster) 

q  Integration of two or more classes through containment (cluster) 

q  Integration of two or more associated classes/clusters to form a 
component (I.e., subsystem) 

q  Integration of subsystems into a single application 
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Integration Faults 

q  Two types of integration errors are distinguished (Haley and Zweben): domain errors 
and computation errors.  

q  A domain error occurs when a specific input follows the wrong path due to an error in 
the control follow of the program;  

q  A computation error exists when a specific input follows the correct path, but an error 
in some assignment statement causes the wrong function to be computed for one or 
more of the output variables  

q  In both cases it is possible for the error in the inputs to not be reflected as an error in 
the output, as the propagation to the output may be dependent upon the particular 
path executed.  

q  Integration testing cannot ignore the internal structure of the integrated classes (i.e., 
cannot be purely black-box) 
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Example Domain Error 

Class B{ 
 … 
 public int mB(int i){ 
 … 
 if (i<4) 
  return 1; 
 else 
  return 2; 
 } 
} 

class A{ 
 … 
 private B b = new B(); 
 public int mA(int j){ 
  int k = j; 
  … 
  int m = b.mB(k); 
  int n = m*j; 
  return n; 
 } 
} 

 

• Suppose that the correct computation in mA() should have assigned 
j+1 to k 
• If we either choose not to test mA() and mB() together or fail to 
choose the value of j = 3, this fault will remain undetected 
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OO Integration Faults 

q  Wrong object bound to message (polymorphic target) 

q  Wrong method called due to coding error or unexpected runtime 
binding 

q  The client is sending a message that violates the server’s pre-
conditions 

q  The client is sending a message that violates the server’s sequential 
constraints (legal operation sequences) 
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Testing Class Interactions 

q  Will focus on class integration. Similar statements can be made about larger 
components being integrated.  

q  When integrating new classes, we have to test their integration/interaction 
with existing classes 

q  We consider a class pair at a time: client, server 

q  Scope of interaction: method or class level 

q  Method level: An instance of the server class is either constructed or passed 
as a parameter in a method of the client class + call to server instance 

q  Class level: An instance of the server class is declared as an attribute of a 
client class 
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Example 
class A { 
private B b; 
public A() { 
…; 

} 
public void A_m1() { 
b.B_m1(); 

} 
public void A_m2(B bb) { 
bb.B_m1(); 

} 
public void A_m3() { 
b.B_m2(); 

} 
public void A_m4() { 
b.B_m3(); 

} 
… 

}  

class B { 
public B() { 
…; 

} 
public void B_m1{} { 
…; 

} 
public void B_m2{} { 
…; 

} 
public void B_m3{} { 
…; 

} 
} 
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Problem Definition 

q  Pair of classes: client, server 
q  Strategy: Reuse test cases executed for client class testing 

(using any given technique) 
q  Constraint: We cannot afford to rerun as many test cases as 

during class testing 
q  We want to focus on exercising interactions between the client 

and server 
q  We assume the source code is available (white-box) 
q  This can be generalized with other types of components than 

classes (e.g., packages) 
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Issues 

q  Need to analyze for each test case (sequence of method 
executions) how the target server class is exercised 

Ø We need to analyze the client control flow and identify the objects 

on which server methods are invoked 

Ø  This determine what server method sequences can be executed 

by the client test cases 
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Strategy (Briand 2003) 

q  We only consider one client-server pair at a time 

q  For each client method, an annotated control graph accounting for all calls 
between client methods. 

q  Feasible Paths in the control flow graphs are used to derive sequences of 
server methods that can be executed by the client methods. 

q  This is in turn used to identify the server method sequences that can be 
triggered by the client class.  

q  We identify redundant sequences and remove them 

q  We identify the minimal subset of remaining client test sequences to exercise 
the server: They are the ones that need to be re-executed with the actual 
server class (instead of its stub) to exercise interactions 
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51 public boolean mA6(){ 
52 FileWriter out; 
53 out = new FileWriter(new File("F.txt")); 
54 if ( dmA1 > 10 ) 
55 out.write('T'); 
56 else 
57 out.write('F'); 
58 out.close(); 
59 b1.mB5(); 
60 C.VAR = 0; 
61 } 
62 } 

1 public class A { 
2 private B b1, b2; 
3 private int dA1, dA2, dA3; 
4 public A(){ 
5 b1 = new B(); b2 = new B(); 
6 dA1 = 0; dA2 = 0; dA3 = 0; 
7 } 
8 public int mA1(int i, B b){ 
9 i++; 
10 if ( i > 0 ){ 
11 dA1 = b1.mB1(i); 
12 dA2 = b1.mB2(i); 
13 } else { 
14 dA1 = b2.mB2(dA1); 
15 dA2 = b2.mB1(dA2); 
16 } 
17 dA3 = b.mB3(b1.mB3(dA1)); 
18 return dA3; 
19 } 
20 public void mA2(B bb){ 
21 dA2 = bb.mB1(dA1); 
22 mA1(dA2, bb); 
23 } 
24 public int mA3(int i){ 
25 B aB1 = new B(); 
26 B aB2 = new B(); 
27 int j = aB1.mB1(i); 
28 if ( i > j) 
29 return aB1.mB1(j); 
30 else 
31 return aB2.mB2(j); 
32 } 
33 public int mA4(int i){ 
34 B aB3 = new B(); 
35 // Class C, not shown, has  
36 // a static attribute VAR  
37 // of type int. 
38 C.VAR = 12 
39 int j = b1.mB1(i); 
40 int k = aB3.mB2(dA2); 
41 if (j>k) 
42 return aB3.mB2(j); 
43 else 
44 return b1.mB1(k); 
45 } 
46 public void mA5(){ 
47 B aB = new B(); 
48 dA2 = aB.mB2(2); 
49 mA1(1, b2); 
50 } 

1 public class B { 
2 private int dB1, dB2; 
3 public B(){ dB1 = 1; } 
4 public int mB1(int j){ 
5 dB1 = dB1 - j; 
6 j = (dB1 + dB2) * C.VAR; 
7 return j; 
8 } 
9 public int mB2(int j){ 
10 dB2 = dB2 - j; 
11 if (dB2>0) { 
12 dB1 -= j; 
13 return dB1; 
14 } else 
15 dB1 += j; 
16 for (…) 
17 … 
18 return dB2; 
19 } 
20 public int mB3(int i){  
21 return (dB1 - dB2) * i; 
22 } 
23 public boolean mB4(){ 
24 FileReader in; 
25 in = new FileReader(new File("F.txt")); 
26 char c; 
27 c = in.read(); 
28 in.close(); 
29 if (c == 'T') 
30 return true; 
31 else 
32 return false; 
33 } 
34 public void mB5(){ 
35 … 
36 mB4(); 
37 … 
38 } 
39 } 
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Annotated CFG 

q  Client method CFG 

q  Nodes are annotated with the sequence of calls to server methods that are 
executed in them 

q  We also need to know the specific instances on which the calls are performed 
as we are interested in call sequences on the same instance 

q  We need to uniquely identify the server instances on which calls are 
performed 

q  Symbolic names: Calls are described by pairs (symbolic name, method name) 

q  Entry / Exit nodes show, for the target server class, the objects that are 
passed to / returned by the method 

q  Building annotated CFGs requires static and dynamic code analysis 
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Example Annotated CFG 

• A: mA1() has one formal parameter of 
type B, the server class, named b.  

• Note that we use attribute and 
parameter names instead of different 
symbolic names … just to be clear   

entry(b)

exit

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2()) (b2, mB1())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

public class A{ 
  private B b1, b2; 
  private int dA1, dA2, dA3;… 

  public int mA1(int i, B b){ 
    i++; 
    if ( i > 0) { 
      dA1 = b1.mB1(i); 
      dA2 = b1.mB2(i); 
    } else { 

      dA1 = b2.mB1(dA1);} 
    dA3 = b.mB3(b1.mB3(dA1)); 
    return dA3;  }…} 
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Interprocedural CFG 

q  Client methods can call each others 

q  This results in more complicated sequences of server 
methods 

q  We need to combine the control flow of client methods 

q  Interprocedural control flow graphs (ICFG) 
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Interprocedural CFG (2) 

q  Specific nodes are created to connect the control flow graphs of methods 
that call each other 

q  Call sites to other methods are split into call and return nodes 

q  Call nodes are connected to entry nodes of the methods they invoke 

q  Exit nodes are connected to the return node of all call sites that invoke the 
method 

q  When their type is the server class, call and return nodes indicate the actual 
parameters (using symbolic names) used in the call, and the variable (using a 
symbolic name) to which the return value of the call is assigned.  

q  We perform a kind of in-lining 
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Example ICFG 

 

 ICFG for method mA2() 

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

• During the call to mA1() 
in mA2(), actual parameter 
bb is mapped to formal 
parameter b in method 
mA1(), implying that the 
last call to an instance of 
class B performed in 
mA1() is performed on 
parameter bb – b at line 20 
and 8!.  

• Special cases: 
constructors, static calls 

mA1 mA2 
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Server Method Sequences 

q  The annotated ICFG is used to derive the sequences of server methods that are 
triggered by the corresponding client method. 

q  For each client method, paths in the corresponding ICFG are then determined.  

q  Issues:  
Ø  Loops and recursive calls.  
Ø  Infeasible paths. 

q  Mapping between actual and formal parameters: Occurrences of formal parameters 
substituted with actual parameters.  

q  From each path in a client method’s ICFG we extract the sequence of calls to server 
methods, and sort out the sequences corresponding to the different symbolic names 
involved.  

q  We obtain sequences of server methods triggered by a single client method  
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Example 
Server methods called by the two paths 
in mA2()‘s ICFG 

Corresponding server method sequences 
for each symbolic name (server instance) 

bb: mB1().mB3() (bb, mB1()), (b1, mB1()), (b1, mB2()), 
(b1, mB3()), (bb, mB3()) b1: mB1().mB2().mB3() 

bb: mB1().mB3() 

b2: mB2().mB1() (bb, mB1()), (b2, mB2()), (b2, mB1()), 
(b1, mB3()), (bb, mB3()) 

b1: mB3() 

 

 

 

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit
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Client Method Sequences 

q  Sequences of server methods triggered by sequences of client methods are determined 
by concatenating the server method sequences based on client method sequences.  

q  We also have to ensure, as it has been done previously, that symbolic names uniquely 
identify server instances.  

q  Each sequence of client methods triggers zero, one, or several sequences of server 
methods 

q  These sequences being pairs of the form (symbName, seqServ) where symbName is a 
symbolic name identifying the object on which the sequence of server methods 
seqServ is executed.  

q  It can also refer to the server class name when seqServ is a sequence of static 
methods (including constructors) of the server class  

q  Example: mA1().mA2().mA5() has been defined and run during the class testing of 
class A  
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Example ICFG’s for mA1().mA2().mA5() 

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

entry(bb)

call(b2)

exit

(aB, mB3())

return

mA1()mA2() mA5()

entry(bb)

call(bb)

exit

(bb, mB1())

return

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

(b2, mB2())
(b2, mB1())

(b1, mB1())
(b1, mB2())

(b1, mB3())
(b, mB3())

entry(b)

exit

entry(bb)

call(b2)

exit

(aB, mB3())

return

mA1()mA2() mA5()
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Server Sequences Triggered by mA1(), 
mA5() 

Server methods triggered by the two 
paths in mA5()‘s ICFG 

Corresponding server method sequences for 
each symbolic name (server instance) 

aB: mB3() 

b1: mB1().mB2().mB3() (aB, mB3()), (b1, mB1()), (b1, mB2()), 
(b1, mB3()), (b2, mB3()) 

b2: mB3() 

aB: mB2() 

b1: mB3() (aB, mB3()), (b2, mB2()), (b2, mB1()), 
(b1, mB3()), (b2, mB3()) 

b2: mB2().mB1().mB3() 

Server methods triggered by the two 
paths in mA1()‘s ICFG 

Corresponding server method sequences for 
each symbolic name (server instance) 
b1: mB1().mB2().mB3() (b1, mB1()), (b1, mB2()), (b1, mB3()), 

(b, mB3()) 
b: mB3() 

b2: mB2().mB1().mB3() (b2, mB2()), (b2, mB1()), (b1, mB3()), 
(b, mB3()) 

b: mB3() 
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Server Sequences for attribute b2 
Client method sequence mA1().mA2().mA5() 

å        â        æ 

mB2().mB1().mB3() 

H
yp

ot
he

si
s 1

 

Server method sequences 
triggered by individual 
client methods on b2. 

mB2().mB1() mB2().mB1() 

mB3() 

Client method sequence mA1().mA2().mA5() 

å        â        æ 

mB2().mB1().mB3() mB1().mB2()mB1()
.mB3() 

mB2().mB1().mB3() 

H
yp

ot
he

si
s 2

 

Server method sequences 
triggered by individual 
client methods on b2. 

mB3() mB1().mB3() mB3() 

 

•  Hypothesis 1: Attributes b1 and b2, and parameters b and bb are 
referencing distinct instances 

•  Hypothesis 2: b2=b=bb, in mA1() and mA2() 
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Removing Redundancy 

q  Ignore sequences of client methods that do not trigger any sequence of server 
methods, since we are only interested in the interaction between a client and a server 
class.  

q  When the methods involved in client method sequence S1 all appear in the same order 
(in the sequence) in client method sequence S2, then the server method sequences 
triggered by S1 are included in the server method sequences triggered by S2. S1 needs 
not be run again.  

q  Two different client method sequences may trigger identical or overlapping server 
method sequences (i.e., there is a subsequence relationship between the triggered 
sequences), though on different symbolic names.  

q  We need a systematic strategy to take advantage of those redundancies to decrease 
the number of client class test sequences to be executed.  
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Redundancy Criteria 

q  Criterion 1-Server method sequences: For any two tuples (cseqi, sseqj, 
namek) and (cseqm, sseqn, namel), such that sseqj in sseqn, (cseqi, sseqj, namek) 
can be removed, unless one or more methods in cseqi do not appear in other 
tuples.  

q  Criterion 2-Server method sequences and server instance origin: 
For any two tuples (cseqi, sseqj, namek) and (cseqm, sseqn, namel), such that 
sseqj in  sseqn and both namek and namel have the same kind, e.g., an 
attribute, (cseqi, sseqj, namek) can be removed, unless one or more methods in 
cseqi do not appear in other tuples.  

q  Criterion 3-Server method sequences and server instance: For 
any two tuples (cseqi, sseqj, namek) and (cseqm, sseqn, namel), such that sseqj 
in sseqn and namek = namel, (cseqi, sseqj, namek) can be removed, unless one 
or more methods in cseqi do not appear in other tuples.  
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Example 

Tuples for client methods Client method 
sequences 

Tuples for client method sequences for each 
server instance symbolic name 

(mA1, mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA1, mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA1, mB3, b) 

(mA2, mB1.mB3, b) 
(mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA2, mB2.mB1, b2) 

(mA3, mB1.mB1, aB1) 
(mA3, mB1, aB1) 
(mA3, mB2, aB2) 

(mA4, mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB1.mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB2, aB3) 
(mA4, mB2.mB2, aB3) 

mA1.mA2 
 
 

mA2.mA1 
 
 

mA3 
 
 

mA4 

(mA1.mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA1.mA2, mB2.mB1.mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA1.mA2, mB3.mB1.mB3, b) 

(mA2.mA1, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA2.mA1, mB2.mB1.mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA2.mA1, mB1.mB3.mB3, b) 

(mA3, mB1.mB1, aB1) 
(mA3, mB1, aB1) 
(mA3, mB2, aB2) 

(mA4, mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB1.mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB2, aB3) 
(mA4, mB2.mB2, aB3) 
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Example (2) 

Redundancy criterion 1 Redundancy criterion 2 
(mA1.mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA1.mA2, mB2.mB1.mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA1.mA2, mB3.mB1.mB3, b) 

(mA3, mB1.mB1, aB1) 

(mA4, mB2.mB2, aB3) 

(mA1.mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, 
b1) 

(mA1.mA2, mB2.mB1.mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA1.mA2, mB3.mB1.mB3, b) 

(mA3, mB1.mB1, aB1) 

(mA4, mB1.mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB2.mB2, aB3) 

Redundancy criterion 3 
(mA1.mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, b1) 
(mA1.mA2, mB2.mB1.mB2.mB1, b2) 
(mA1.mA2, mB3.mB1.mB3, b) 

(mA3, mB1.mB1, aB1) 
(mA3, mB2, aB2) 

(mA4, mB1.mB1, b1) 
(mA4, mB2.mB2, aB3) 

 

 

aB1 is a local variable 
b1 is an attribute 

aB2 is a different instances 
than b1, b2, aB3 
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Further Simplification 

q  Given two tuples generated from the same client method sequence (cseq, sseqj, 
name1) and (cseq, sseqm, name2), if name1 and name2 are accessed in the same 
control flow path in the cseq methods’ ICFG, then either of the two pairs can be 
removed.  

q  This simplification does not reduce the fault detection effectiveness, and can be used 
independently from the selected redundancy criterion.  

q  It requires to examine each ICFG control flow path and decide which tuple is to be 
removed, a task that can be easily automated.  

q  Continuing with our working example, and assuming we were using criterion 1, tuple 
(mA1.mA2, mB3.mB1.mB3, b) can be removed as it is executed in the same control flow 
path as (mA1.mA2, mB1.mB2.mB3.mB1.mB2.mB3, b1)  

q  In the end, with criterion 1, we reduce the number of client method sequences to be 
tested from 13 to 5.  
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Several Server Classes 

q  Common situation: A client class uses the services of different server classes at 
the same time  

q  The union of all client sequences in the tuples (cseq, sseq, name) derived 
for each pair provides the set of sequences that have to be executed in order to 
test the interactions between the client class and its server classes.  

q  There may exist some redundancy in the way different client method sequences 
trigger method sequences in the server classes: This is taking care of by the 
union operation.  

q  Even if one client/server pair is considered, several classes may be involved 
when the server class is a parent class. In such a situation, the interaction 
between the client and all its potential servers must be tested.  

q  Multiplicity of the client/server relationship is one to many (class diagram):  How 
many server instances have to be instantiated, from which subclasses? Minimum 
and maximum multiplicities should be used for boundary analysis ?  
Ø   and who instantiate these servers … one or more clients? 
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Testing Method Interactions 

q  Previous slides showed how to fully exercise interactions between two classes, 
carefully selecting client class test sequences. 

q  After deriving the server method sequences, we go one level deeper to look at 
the interactions between two interacting methods. We need to decide of the 
method parameters and object states on which to execute sequences. 

q  But how to fully exercise each pair of interacting methods in an integration test 
sequence? 

q  We reuse the notion of coupling paths, defined for non-OO systems and 
subroutines and adapt the coupling classification scheme and coverage criteria.  

q  A coupling path is a path in the ICFG of the caller and callee methods that 
exercises a particular pair of definition and use.  

q  In short we are combining two techniques to fully exercise class interfaces.  
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Coupling Classification 

q  Call Coupling: There is a Call coupling between mA and mB when mA invokes mB. 

q  Parameter coupling: There is a Parameter coupling between mA and mB when mA invokes mB, and 
mB has (at least) one parameter (or return value). 

q  Shared Attribute coupling: There is a Shared Attribute coupling between mA and mB when mA 
invokes mB and when they both reference one or several attributes of any class such that mA and 
mB update and read that attribute, respectively. We define shared-def and shared-use nodes as 
ICFG nodes where a shared attribute is defined and read, respectively. Such attributes can be 
static, public (though this is considered poor practice), or accessible through specific mechanisms 
such as Friend classes in C++.  

q  External device coupling: There is an External device coupling between mA and mB when mA invokes 
mB and when they both access an external medium (e.g., file) such that mA and mB update and 
read that medium, respectively. We define external-def and external-use nodes as ICFG nodes 
where an external device is updated and read, respectively. 
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Parameter Coupling Example 

public class A{ 
… 
  public int mA1(int i, B b){ 

    i++; 
    if ( i > 0) { 
      dA1 = b1.mB1(i); 
      dA2 = b1.mB2(i); 
    } else { 
      dA1 = b2.mB2(dA1);} 

    dA3 = b.mB3(b1.mB3(dA1)); 
    return dA3;  }…} 

public class B{ 
… 
  public int mB1(int k){ 

    dB1 = dB1 - k; 
    k = (dB1 + dB2)*C.VAR; 
    return k;  }…} 
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Coupling Paths 
q  Call coupling paths: For a given method invocation on an instance of the server class, a call 

coupling path begins with the corresponding call-site and ends with a return-site. 

q  Parameter coupling paths: For each actual in parameter involved in an invocation, a 
parameter coupling path starts with a last-def-before-call (of the actual parameter), 
continues through a call-site, and ends with a first-use-in-callee (of the formal parameter 
corresponding to the actual parameter). For each actual out parameter (and return 
parameter), a coupling path starts with a last-def-before-return, continues through a 
return-site, and ends with a first-use-after-call (of the returned parameter value). 

q  Shared Attribute coupling paths: For each attribute shared by a caller and callee method, 
the shared attribute coupling path begins with a shared-def in the caller/callee, continues 
through a call-site/return-site, and ends with a shared-use in the callee/caller. 

q  External device coupling path: For each external device shared by a caller and callee 
method, the shared external device coupling path begins with a external-def in the caller/
callee, continues through a call-site/return-site, and ends with a external-use in the callee/
caller. 
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Coupling-based Integration Criteria 

q  All-Call-Sites requires that the test cases cover all call-sites in the caller.  
q  All-coupling-defs requires for each coupling-def that the test cases 

contain at least one coupling path to at least one reachable coupling-
use. 

q  All-coupling-uses requires that for each coupling-def that the test cases 
contain at least one coupling path to each reachable coupling-use. 

q  All-coupling-paths requires that the test cases cover all coupling paths 
from the coupling-def to all reachable coupling-uses.  
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Case Study 
 
Ø  Jadvisor: class scheduler and course planner for student, and is implemented in 

Java.  
Ø   Interface mutants 
Ø   Comparison: Category Partition Testing (Functional Black Box Testing) 
Ø   Result: Criteria help improve cost-effectiveness 

 

Testing technique (and criterion) 

No criterion Criteria 1 & 2 Criterion 3 Category Partition 

# of tuples 14 6 9 NA 

# of test cases 28 12 18 38 

# of non-equivalent 
mutants killed 28 25 28 23 

Mutation score 100% 89% 100% 82% 

# of live mutants 0 3 0 5 
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Integration Order Problem 

q  It is not advised to perform a big-bang integration of classes. Integration must be done 
in stepwise manner, but this leads to stubs.  

q  It is not always feasible to construct a stub that is simpler than the actual piece of code 
it simulates 

q  Stub generation cannot be automated because it requires an understanding of the 
semantics of the simulated functions 

q  The fault potential for some stubs may be the same or higher than that of the real 
function  

q  Minimizing the number of stubs to be developed should result in drastic savings 

q  Class dependency graphs usually do not form simple hierarchies but complex networks 
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Most OO Systems: 
q  Strong connectivity 
q  Cyclic interdependencies 
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Sample systems with cycles 

System Classes As Ag I Circuits LOC 

ATM 21 49 15 4 30 1390 

Ant 25 70 2 11 654 4093 

SPM 19 58 10 4 1178 1198 

BCEL 45 244 4 46 416,091 3033 

DNS 61 234 12 30 16 6710 

q  ATM (Automated Teller Machine) 
q  Ant: Java based tool similar to the UNIX make tool (open source project) 
q  SPM (Security Patrol Monitoring) 
q  BCEL (Byte Code Engineering Library): tool to manipulate Java class files (open source project) 
q  DNS (Domain Naming System): network naming services in Java 
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Kung et al Strategy 

q  Aim at producing a partial ordering of testing levels based on class 
diagrams 

q  Classes under test at a given level should only depend on classes 
previously tested 

q  No stub is required since previously tested classes can be included in 
subsequent testing levels 

q  Class dependency information can either come from reverse 
engineering or design documentation (e.g., UML) 
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Kung et al Test ORD 
q  Both targeted at integration and regression testing 

q  Object Relation Diagram (ORD) 

q  The ORD for a program P is an edge-labeled digraph where the 
nodes represent the classes in P, and the edges represent the 
inheritance, aggregation, and association relations 

q  For any two classes C1 and C2: 

Ø  Edge labeled I from C1 to C2: C1 is a child of C2 
Ø  Edge labeled Ag from C1 to C2: C1 is an aggregated class of C2 

(contains one or more C2 instances) 
Ø  Edge labeled As from C1 to C2: C1 associates with C2 
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ORD Example 

A B 

E 

C 

D 

F G 

H 

I 
Ag As 

I As 
I I 

As 

I 

Child 

Contains A(s) 

G assoc 
With F 
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Class Firewall (CFW) 

q  Identify the effect of a class change at the class level 

q  CFW(X) for a class X: set of classes that could be affected by a 
change to class X, I.e., that should be retested when class X is 
changed 

q  Assuming the ORD is not modified by the change, Kung et al argue 
that, for adequate testing, CFW(X) has to include: the child classes of 
X, aggregated classes of X, and the classes associated with X 
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Firewall Example 

Class X CFW(X) 

A B, E 

B E 

C B, E, F, G, H 

D B, C, E, F, G, H 

E 

F 

G F, H 

H 
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Firewall Derivation 

q  R = {<C1,C2> | there is a directed labeled edge from C1 to C2 in the 
ORD} 

q  CFW(X) = {Ck | <X,Ck> in R+}, where R+ is the irreflexive, transitive 
closure of R 

q  CFW(X) contains all the classes Ck such that there is a directed path 
from Ck to X in the ORD 

q  Changed class set: S = {X1, …, Xq}, CFW(S) = CFW(X1) U … U 
CFW(Xq) 
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Test (partial) Order 

q  Provide the tester with a road map for conducting integration 
testing 

q  Desirable order is the one that minimizes the number of stubs 
or stubbing effort. 

q  Test the independent classes first, then test the dependent 
classes based on their relationships 

q  E.g., testing the component classes before the classes that 
contain them allows the tester to use the actual component 
classes instead of stubs 

q  Similarly, a child would be tested after its parent class(es) 
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Integration Order of Acyclic ORDs 

q  Can generate a test order that ensures that X is tested before all the 
classes of CFW(X) 

q  Stubs are not required 

q  4 successive testing levels as shown next 

q  Several classes at same level => partial order 

q  Regression testing example: code changes on A and D => 
CFW({A,D}) = {B, C, E, F, G, H} – all classes must be retested 

q  Kung et al’s technique is simply a topological sorting, in graph theory 
terms 
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Example Test Order 

Testing Level Class(es) 

1 A, D 

2 C 

3 B, G 

4 E, F, H 
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Steps 

Testing Level Class(es) 

1 A, D 

2 C 

3 B, G 

4 E, F, H 

Class X CFW(X) 

A B, E 

B E 

C B, E, F, G, H 

D B, C, E, F, G, H 

E 

F 

G F, H 

H 

A B 

E 

C 

D 

F G 

H 

I 
Ag As 

I 
As 

I I 
As 

I 

A D 

C 

B G 

E F H 
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Abstract Classes, Dynamic Binding 

q Dynamic (execution time) relationships between classes are not taken into 
account by Kung et al 

Ø Class F associates with G which is a parent of class H 

Ø Due to polymorphism, F may dynamically associate with H  
and thus, should be tested after H 

Ø F and H should not be tested in any order as stated before 

q  Some test levels become (partly) infeasible because of abstract classes 
Ø  If A is an abstract class, testing it at level 1  

is unworkable 

Ø Testing B at level 3 now requires child class E  
to be instantiated (instead of A).  
E cannot be tested after B 

F G 

H 

As 

I 

Testing Level Class(es) 

1 A, D 

2 C 

3 B, G 

4 E, F, H A B 

E 

Ag 

I 
As 
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Abstract Classes, Dynamic Binding (2) 

A D 

C 

B G 

E F H 

F* 

B*, E* 

D 

C 

G 

B, E(A) F H 

F* 

B*, E* 

A abstract 

D 

C 

B, E(A) H(G) 

F 

B*, E* 

G abstract 

testing  
polymorphism 

G's source code 
is tested with G's 
children 

• B and E are  
tested together 

• A's source code is 
tested with E 
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ORD Example (II) 

A B 

E 

C 

D 

F G 

H 

I 
Ag As 

I As 
I I 

As 

I 

J 

I 

I 

I 
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Integration Order (II) 

A D 

C 

B G 

E F H 

F* 

B*, E* 

J 

I 

J(A) D 

C 

B, E(A) G 

F H 

F* 

B*, E* 

I 

A abstract 
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Cyclic ORDs 

q  In practice, ORDs are often cyclic 
Ø This is due to performance needs, poor design, late changes, … 
Ø Topological sorting cannot be applied 

q  Cluster:  
Ø Maximal set of nodes that are mutually reachable through the relation R+ (strongly 

connected component in graph theory) 

q  Cycle breaking: identify and remove an edge from a cluster and repeat until the 
graph (in the cluster) becomes acyclic 

Ø Which relation edge(s) to remove?  
ü Associations 
ü Theorem: Every directed cycle always contains at least one association edge 

Ø Each association deletion results in at least one stub 
Ø Use topological order on the resulting acyclic graph 
Ø  If there is any choice, it would be wise to select the association that leads to the 

development of the simplest stub possible 
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Questions 

q  Stubbed classes versus stubs 
Ø  Stubs must remain simple, e.g., sequential control flow 
Ø  More likely to have one stub for each client class of the stubbed 

class 
q  Removing associations versus inheritance and aggregation 

relationships 
Ø  Aggregations usually involve intense interactions, e.g., state design 

pattern 
Ø  Many inherited, non-overridden methods must be re-tested in 

subclasses – stubbing a parent class is therefore out of question 
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Cycle and Polymorphism 

A B 

C 

D 

As 

As 

I I 
E 

As 
1 2 

C (A stub) 

D E B 

B* A 

1 

All 

2 
B (C stub) 

A 

C 

D E 

All 

A* 
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Tai and Daniels 

q  Propose an automated technique to break cycles 
q  We assigns each class in the class diagram a major and a minor level 

number  
q  Major level numbers are assigned based on inheritance and 

aggregation dependencies only (no cycles are possible then) 
q  Then, minor level numbers are assigned, within each major level, 

based on association dependencies.  
q  Cycles may appear within a major level and a weight function is used 

to select what association to “break” (and stub) 
q  Associations crossing major levels are “broken” 
q  weight (di) function is defined for each dependency di as the number of 

the incoming dependencies of the head node of di plus the number of 
outgoing dependencies of the tail node of di. 
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Example Cyclic ORD 

E

F

A

D

C

B H

G

As Ag I

As

As

I

As

Ag

As

I

As Ag

As

As

As

As

As

ORD with cycles: 
•  E-F-E, B-H-B, A-C-A, C-H-C 
•  E-A-C-E, C-H-B-C, D-H-B-D 
•  … 
•  D-H-B-C-E-F-D-A 
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Major and Minor Level Numbers 

E

F

A

D

C

B H

G

Ag
I

I

Ag
I

Ag

Class Major Level 

E, A, C 1 

F, H 2 

D, B 3 

G 4 

E A C
AsAs

As

AsIn major  
level 1 

Class Minor Level 

A 1 

E 2 

C 3 

weight(E,A)=2 
weight(A,C)=4 
weight(C,A)=2 
weight(C,E)=2 

In major  
level 2 

In major  
level 3 

F H D B
As

Class Minor Level 

F 1 

H 1 

Class Minor Level 

D 1 

B 2 
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Major levels & Cycle 
breaking 

Deleted edges 

E 

F 

A 

D 

C 

B 

H 

G 

As Ag 

As 

I 
As 

As 

I As 

Ag As I 

As Ag 
Major Level 1 

Major Level 2 

Major Level 3 

1.2 1.3 1.1 

2.1 2.1 

3.1 

Major Level 4 

3.2 

4.1 

As 
As 

As 

As 

Not Necessary 
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Le Traon et al 

q  Tarjan’s search algorithm is used for identifying strongly connected 
components (SCCs)  

q  The search algorithm is also used to identify frond dependencies 
q  Frond dependencies, are defined as going from a class to one of its 
“ancestors” 

q  All the incoming edges of a class (in a SCC) are deleted by selecting 
the class with the largest number of incoming and outgoing frond 
dependencies  

q  After deletion, within each SCC, the algorithm is invoked recursively 
until all cycles are gone 
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Example: First Step 

E

F

A

D

C

B H

G

As Ag I

As

As

IAs

Ag

As

As

Ag

Types of edges

frond edges

other edges

Non trivial SCCs

B

Vertices

I

As

As

As

As

As

The depth-first search started from G 
•  Path followed: G-F-D-… 

• Result: B is selected 
•  When several candidates, random choice or coupling based 

Class Weight 

A 1 

B 2 

C 2 

D 1 

E 1 

F 1 

H 2 
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Resulting Acyclic Graph 

q  This is the final acyclic graph we obtain 
q  The number of classes stubbed and the number of specific stubs are 3 and 4, 

respectively.  
q  This includes one aggregation! 

E

F

A

D

C

B

H

G

As

Ag I

As

As

I

As

Ag
As

As Ag

Types of edges
frond edges

other edges

Non trivial SCCs

B
8

5

3

4

12

Vertices and number

deleted edges

I

As

As

As

As

As

12

3

A stub(C) H stub(C) stub(B) 

D E stub(F) 

C F 

B 

G 
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Discussion 

q  Minimize the number of classes to be stubbed – but not the number 
of stubs 

q  Non-deterministic algorithm – results depends on selected initial 
class, and selected traversal (from 4 to 7 specific stubs in example), 
which class is selected for breaking if several have equal weights 

q  May break inheritance or aggregation relationships! 
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Modified Approach 

q  Change the way Le Traon et al computes the weight.  
q  First, we weigh association dependencies, like Tai and Daniels (not classes) 
q  Weight = incoming edges of source class multiplied by outgoing edges of 

target class, within the considered SCC 
q  We assume this is a good approximation of the minimum number of cycles 

the dependency is involved in 
q  We break once association at a time, with the highest weight to break as 

many cycles as possible 
q  We do not break aggregation or inheritance 
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Example: First Step 

E

F

A

D

C

B H

G

As Ag I

As

As

IAs

Ag

As

As

Ag

Non trivial SCCs

B

Vertices

I

As

As

As

As

As

2

1

Association in 
SCC 

Weight 

A-C 9 

B-C 3 

B-D 2 

C-A 3 

C-E 6 

C-H 6 

E-F 4 

F-D 2 

H-B 9 

•  A-C and H-B maximize the weight function 
•  We choose A-C 
•  A new SCC is identified: {B, C, D, E, F, H} 
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Results 

E

F

A

D

C

B

H

G

As
Ag I

As

I

As
Ag

As

AsAg

Non trivial SCCs
and level number

B

Vertices

I

As

As

As

As

As

1

2

1

1.2

deleted edges

As

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.1.2

1.2.1.3

1.2.1.2.1

1.2.1.2.2

edges

Types of edges1.1

1.2.1.1

1.2.1.4

A stub(C) 

D 

E stub(F) 

F 

C stub(H) 

B 

H stub(B) 

G 

•  4 stubs (only associations) 
•  4 classes stubbed 
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Comparison of Graph-Based Strategies 

The new strategy works well but what about accounting for the complexity of 
(specific) stubs? 

Tai & Daniels Le Traon et al. Briand et al. 

Starting with H Starting with G 

Choose A Choose E Choose F 

Classes stubbed C,F,H,D,B H,A,F H,E,A H,F,A B,C,F C,F,H,B 

# classes stubbed 5 3 3 3 3 4 

Specific stubs C,F,H,D,B 3H,3A,1F 3H,2E,1A 3H,1F,2A 1B,2C,1F 1C,1F,1H,1B 

# specific stubs 5 7 6 6 4 4 
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Accounting for Stub Complexity 

q  Observations: 
Ø  When we have different candidate associations for cycle breaking, the 

corresponding stubs may have widely varying complexity 
ü  Stub complexity = Coupling between client and server classes 
ü  E.g., if the client uses a lot of features of the server, the stub is likely to be 

complicated 
Ø  Breaking two associations (inside an SCC) may have a smaller cost (stubs are less 

complicated) than breaking only one association. 
q  Graph-based, step-wise strategies seem difficult or even impossible to adapt 
q  Our problem is a constrained, multi-objective optimization problem. 
q  Optimization techniques are required: 

Ø  Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, … 
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Coupling Measures 

Attribute Coupling 
References/pointers to B appear in the 
argument list of some method in A, as 
type of their return value, or in the list of 
attributes of A. 

Rational: counts the number of 
attributes that would have to be handled 
in the stub if the dependency were 
broken. 

Method Coupling 
The number of methods (including 
constructors) locally declared in B which 
are invoked by A’s methods (including 
constructors). 
 
Rational: counts the number of methods 
that would have to be emulated in the 
stub if the dependency were broken. 

Given an association from class A to class B 
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Mapping: Source Code  à ORD 

We have to find Inheritance, Association and Aggregation (as used in the ORD) 
from the source code. 

Ø  Inheritance: there are specific constructs in OO programming languages 

Ø  Association and Aggregation: 
ü  Each time there is an attribute there is an association 

◆  Manual analysis is required to identify aggregation, i.e. association with tight coupling where all messages 
to component go through composite. 

◆  Life-time dependencies have to be identified for compositions 

ü  Each time there is a method level collaboration (and no attribute with the same type) there is 
an association in the ORD. 
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Mapping: UML Class Diagram à ORD 

UML relationships 
Ø  Inheritance 
Ø  Realization 
Ø  Dependency 
Ø  Association 
Ø  Aggregation 
Ø  Composition 

ORD relationships 

Inheritance (I) 

Association (As) 

Aggregation (Ag) 

Rational: relationships in an ORD are the only candidate relationships for 
cycle breaking 
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Use Case Driven Strategy 

q  Inputs: A list of objects and a list of use cases (UML end-user 
functionalities) 

q  We then try to integrate & test the use cases in a certain order 
(to be determined) – if a class is needed and must be 
instantiated for the use case execution, it is integrated in the 
new build and tested 

q  Issues:  
Ø  Is the order to use cases driven by functional priorities or ease of 

integration? What if both are relevant? 
Ø  If the latter is selected, what procedure do we follow to order use 

cases? 
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Use Case Examples 

Stop Elevator at 
Floor 

   Dispatch 
   Elevator 

 Select  
 Destination 

   Request 
   Elevator 

<<include>> 
<<include>> 

<<include>> 
<<include>> 

Arrival 
Sensor 

Elevator 
User 
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Collaboration Diagram: Stop Elevator at Floor  

A5a.1: Direction  
Lamp Output 
 

A9a.1: Elevator  
Lamp Output 
 

A6: Motor  
Command 
 

A7: Motor 
Response 
 

A8: Elevator 
    Stopped 
 

A5: Stop 
 

A9a: Off Elevator  
       Lamp 
 

A5a: On Direction  
         Lamp 
 

A14: After 
(Timeout) 
 

A13: Start 
   Timer 
 A1: Arrival 

Sensor Input 
 

A2: Approaching  
Floor (Floor #) 
 

A9: Open  
   Door 
 

A12: Door 
Opened 
 

A10: Door 
Command 
 

A11: Door 
Response 
 

A9c: Arrived 
(Floor #) 
 

A4: Approaching 
Requested Floor 
(Floor #, direction) 
 

A16: No Request 
 

A3: Check This 
Floor (Floor #) 
A9b: Arrived (Floor #) 
A15: Check Next  
      Destination 
 

<<timer>> 
:DoorTimer 
 

<<external output device>> 
       :DirectionLamp 
 

<<output device interface>> 
 :DirectionLampInterface 
 

<<external output device>> 
       :ElevatorLamp 
 

<<output device interface>> 
 :ElevatorLampInterface 
 

<<external output device>> 
       :Motor 
 

<<output device interface>> 
 :MotorInterface 
 

<<output device interface>> 
 :DoorInterface 
 

<<input device interface>> 
 :ArrivalSensorInterface 
 

<<state dependent control>> 
 :ElevatorControl 
 

<<coordinator>> 
 :Scheduler 
 

        <<entity>> 
 :ElevatorStatus&Plan 
 

<<external output device>> 
       :Door 
 

:ArrivalSensor 
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How to Order Use Cases to Minimize Stubs 
& Risk (1) 

1.  Draw a tree of use cases such that the nodes represent the use cases and 
the edges represent the dependency between use cases 

2.  Draw an edge from use case A to use case B, if A is dependent on B. A use 
case is dependent on another use case if the dependent use case requires 
some objects of the other use case 

i.e, Dependences happen through <<include>> & <<extend>> 

3.  Mark all the leaf use cases in the tree. These represent the use cases that 
are not dependent on any other use case. These use cases should be tested 
first.  

4.  Order the leaf use cases in terms of simplicity, which could be in terms of 
number of classes, aggregate complexity of the classes and/or class 
dependency 
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How to Order Use Cases to Minimize Stubs 
& Risk (2) 

5.  Put the simplest leaf use case at the head of the integration queue 
followed by other use cases such that the complexity of a use case is 
higher than the preceding use case and is lower than its subsequent use 
case.  

6.  Once all leaf use cases have been ordered, consider the use cases that are 
dependent on the leaf use cases only. Order this set of use cases in terms 
of their complexity and put them in the use case queue 

7.  Follow the same sequence until all use cases have been ordered in the 
queue 
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Integration Overview 

… 

… 

Integration  
Engine 

Iterative Development 
Product version n 

Use Case Queue 

Class Queue 
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Use Case Tree & Queue 

UC1 

UC2 UC3 UC4 

UC5  UC6 UC7  UC8 UC9  UC10 

Queue (integration order):  
UC10, UC9, UC8, UC7, UC6, UC5, UC4, UC3, UC2, UC1 

<<include>>, 
<<extend>> 
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Elevator Example 

Select destination Request elevator 

Dispatch elevator Stop elevator at floor 

Queue (integration order):  
1.  Dispatch elevator (11 classes) 
2.  Stop elevator at floor (13 classes, 5 only are new) 
3.  Select destination, Request elevator (5 classes each) 

<<include>> 
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Simpler Use Cases First 

V1   V2 ….    Vn 

# classes 

New 

Already Integrated 
D
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Integration Cycle 
q  After use cases are ordered … 
q  Take the next use case in the queue  
q  Get required classes, step by step, as determined by the corresponding 

interaction diagram – all required classes are integrated in the new 
build 

q  Test with existing classes – for each new class, integrate it with 
existing classes in the partially integrated system. If the new classes 
collaborate with the existing classes, the collaboration (interaction) has 
to be tested  

q  Test possible functionality – once all required objects are integrated, 
test the functionality part of the use case that has been integrated to 
ensure it is consistent with the specifications (use black-box testing 
techniques) 
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Discussion 
q  How can we combine a use case approach with an ORD-based 

approach to integration ordering 
q  Proposal: We can use a class ordering approach within each use case, 

to order the integration of new objects 
q  The actual dependencies between use cases may not form a tree, e.g., 

several roots, several parent nodes for a child node, etc.  
q  When use cases share classes, can we use that information to produce 

integration steps of similar size and complexity? (smoothly increasing 
complexity from release to release) 

q  How to integrate, as a constraint, the importance of the functionalities 
of each use case (their priority in the customer’s eye) 
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Optimal Definitions of Versions 

V1   V2 ….    Vn 

# new classes 

Priority 1 

Priority 2 

Optimization 

UC3 
UC2 

UC1 

• Constraints: 

UC Intersections 
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Testing  UC Functionality 

q  Input: use sequence or collaboration diagram 
q  Identify all possible paths (usually not that many but unspecified 

iterations of messages are possible) 
q  A path translates into a sequence of operations executed on several 

objects participating to the use case: op1(), op2(), …, opn() 
q  Each opi() can be tested according to a black-box technique, e.g., 

category-partition testing, and yield say |TCi| test cases for opi()  
q  The maximum, total number of test cases for a sequence of operations 

is therefore |TC1| · … · |TCn|  
q  Some of these operation sequences may not be possible though – 

automated support is required 
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Handling Integration Errors 

q  If an error is encountered during the integration of objects for use case U1, 
then put U1 at the end of the use case queue 

q  Also, all the non-integrated use cases in the branch of U1, in the use case 
tree, are moved to the end of the queue 

q  This implies that all use cases dependent upon U1 cannot be integrated until 
U1 is ready for integration 

q  Once the fixed components have been provided to the development team, U1 
and its dependent use cases can be upgraded to the front of the queue 
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Conclusions 
q  Algorithms exist and can be used to order class integration 
q  At a higher level, algorithms exists to order class integration, according 

to use cases 
q  The relationship between the two above mentioned strategies remains 

to be explored 
q  Strategies for breaking cycles need to be researched – Some solutions 

based on genetic algorithms 
q  Client-Server class interfaces can be exercised by reusing the client 

class test cases and exercising inter-class coupling paths 
q  Can be generalized to the integration of subsystems 
q  Issue: What about the integration of (third-party) components for 

which no source code or detailed design information is available? 


